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Abstract 
The kaon-nucleon interaction in nuclear matter is considered by taking into 
account tree graphs, p-wave interaction, pionic intermediate states, kaon fluctu- 
ations and some residual interaction. The latter one is constrained by Adler's 
consistency condition. The Pi'-, K+, If0, 20 polarization operators are calculated 
in cold nuclear matter with arbitrary isotopic composition. An extra s-wave re- 
pulsion is found, which probably shifts the critical point of a If- condensation 
with vanishing kaon momentum to large nucleon densities. Oppositely, an extra 
p-wave attraction is obtained, which may lead to a I<- condensation at van- 
ishing temperatures and densities p > p; W (4 - 6)p0. The spectrum of the 
kaonic excitations in nuclear matter is analyzed and a new low-lying branch in 
the I{- (and also E") spectrum is found. Its presence may lead to interesting 
observable consequences, such as the enhancement of the K- yields in heavy-ion 
reactions. At p 1 p; the frequency of this low-lying branch becomes negative a% 
non-vanishing momentum; that signals the onset of inhomogeneous I<- conden- 
sation. The If- condensate energy is calculated in the approximation of a small 
l< If coupling constant. Accordingly, neutron matter may undergo a first-order 
phase transition to proton matter with I<- condensate at p > p;. The temper-a- 
ture dependence af the most important terms of the if- polarization operator is 
discussed. h a rather wide temperature region 0 < T < $m, a growing temper- 
ature enlarges the X-N attraction and promotes the kaon condensation, The 
possibility of I?0 condensation i s  also considered. The question is quditative~y 
discussed whether proton matter with K- condensate ox neeutxon matter with 
z" condensate is energetically more favorable, 
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1 Introduction 
Possible manifestations of in-medium effects in nuclear reactions are under intensive 
investigation in the last two decades. After focusing on the properties of pion-like 
excitations in nuclei and in neutron stars and in the course of heavy-ion collisions (for 
reviews see refs. [l, 2, 3,4]) now one turns to the properties of strangeness in a nuclear 
environment [5]. The growing body of experimental information does certainly inspire 
the future efforts in this field. 
First, there exist experimental data on the I<* -nucleon and ICi-nucleus scattering 
and on kaonic atoms, from which one extracts the information about the optical poten- 
tial of K- in atomic nuclei [6, 7, S, 9, 101. We mention here also the empirical data on 
the enhancement of the cross sections of _I<* mesons scattered off carbon and calcium 
nuclei in comparison with those on nucleons, which indicate certain in-medium effects 
P13 - 
Second, the yields of I<*, IC- mesons have been measured in some nucleus-nucleus 
collisions for a wide range of energies [12,13]. In order to describe the kaon production 
in the collisions of nuclei it is required to know, how kaons interact with excited nuclear 
matter. The K' mesons probe different stages of the collision, e.g. the I<+ mesons 
have a rather long mean free path and carry the information about an earlier stage of 
. the collision, whereas the K- mesons with shorter interaction length probe somewhat 
later stages. 
Third, on the theoretical side the interest in a possible connection between the low- 
energy sector of &CD and the phenomenological theory of strong interaction results in 
the development of improved effective theories, which are widely related to the chiral 
symmetry. One of the interesting properties of chiral Lagrangians is the hypothesis of 
the universal in-medium scaling of hadron masses [14]. Among the topics on hadrons 
in dense and hot nuclear matter [l51 the investigation of the kaon properties can be 
considered as intriguing test of our knowledge on strangeness degrees of freedom in 
the sf rongly interacting many-body system. The opinion has been put for~vard that at 
a density several times larger than the nuclear saturation density, p, E 0.1'ifm-~, a 
S-wave K- condensation might happen [16,17,18,19,20,21,22]. Such a phenomenon 
would lead to interesting consequences also in the physics of neutron stars 118, 191. 
Up today the KN interaction in nuclear matter has been considered mainly in 
reBa$ion to the K- condensation. This problem has been raised first by ICaplan and 
NeBscm, who use for this aim a SU(3) xSU(3) model Lagrangian. In ref. C161 and in the 
subsequent m e  detailed investigations [1?,IS, 20,231 only the S-wave terms of the KN 
interaction are included into consideration, Within the chiral-symmetric tree expansion 
it, is shown that the S-xilave interaction is attractive and grows with increasing nucleon 
density. Hence3 it is argued that Izt the &sity p > p, N (3 - 4)p, a Ii- condensate 
appears. The role of the p-wave KN interaction is discussed in refs. [21, 221, where it 
has been concluded that K- condensation may arise due to the s-wave attraction: and 
only at appreciably larger density a I<- condensate with non-zero momentum may set 
in. 
In the present paper we consider the problem of KN interaction in nuclear mat- 
ter and calculate the I f -  polarization operator. \Ire argue for a rather strong p-wave 
attraction. Tjt7e show that due to this p-wave interaction a new low-lying branch of 
excitations appears in the spectrum of I<- mesons. The presence of this additional 
branch may substantially affect the properties of K- mesons in a nuclear medium as 
well as the kaon yields in nucleus-nucleus collisions. To describe the s-wave interac- 
tion we take into account new graphs connected with pionic intermediate states, loop 
contributions and Adler's consistency condition. Due to the latter one the form of 
the s-wave part of the off-shell Ii- polarization operator becomes different from the 
on-sl~~ell polarization operator and an additional repulsion arises (a similar conclusion 
is drawn also in ref. [24]). Therefore the zero-momentum IC- condensation probably 
does not occur up to rather high nucleon density. On the contrary we show that, in 
spite of some uncertainties in the s-wave description, the K- condensation is likely to 
be retained due to the p-wave K-N attraction and appears in an inhoniogeneous state 
with finite momentuni at densities as large as p; (4 - 6)p0 (at vanishing tempera- 
ture). We also argue that at approximately the same densities a condensation of IZ" 
mesons Inay appear. (Such a possibility was mentioned in ref. [25] but has not been 
considered in the sufficient details,) As a result new particularities in the KN interac- 
tion may lead to interesting consequences in the description of I<-nudeus scattering, 
kaon production in nucleus-nucleus collisions and the neutron star structuxe, 
Our paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we calculate the p-wave part of 
the I - -  polarization operator. The hp, GOp and C-5i intermediate states are consid- 
ered. In sect. 3 we calculate the regulas part of the If7 po3iarizatian operator Besides 
the previously discussed graphs, which are obt&ned in the tree expansion of a cbira3. 
Lagrangian, we consider contributions from Ap, E-% loops a t  vanishing kiton 1x10- 
m e n t m  k = 0 and frequency w = 0 and also the extra, csntrlbutiop1s from the pionic 
intermediate states and f ~ o m  the propey kaoln fiuctuations. The residad interactim ln 
the K- polarization operator is fixed by making use of AdBerk consistency cor~dition. 
We extend this analysis then to the I<+, K o , P  polarization operatm. En sect* 4 W& 
obtain the kaon spectrum in nucleonic matter, The appearance of the exkm lotv-lying 
branch in the I<- spectrum is discussed In detail. In sect. 5 we calculate the K- CO&- 
densate energy and find the critical density of the I<- condensate $orx.atiaa- Sect. 8 
is devoted to  the discnssiafn of finite temperature effects, la sect. 7 tve ~0fl8id: 
possibility of the E" ~opndiensatisn and raise the qttestio~l X P & C ~  phase of dense nuclear 
tron matter with p condensate. In sec. 8 -c?-e draw our conclusions and discuss some 
perspectives. 
2 P-wave part of the kaon polarization operator 
Let us start W-ith the consideration of the It'- mesons. The system I{- meson - nu- 
cleon has the strangeness S = -1. Hence, the intermediate states of I{- N -+ I{-N 
scattering can consist only of the particles with the same strangeness S = -1, i.e., 
A, X, A-, 6" etc. We restrict ourselves to the consideration of the lightest of them 
since just these intermediate states correspond to the most sensitive dependence of 
the kaon polarization operator on frequency and momentum in the region of frequen- 
cies Iwl 5 mh- and momenta F; << m,v, which are of interest here (mK E 3.5m,, 
mN 21 6.7m, are the kaon and nucleon masses, respectively). By this reason we do 
not introduce the form factors in the vertices, which are important at somewhat larger 
frequencies and momenta. Some graphs, which depend somewhat more smoothly on 
frequency and momentum, are also presented in explicit form, whereas the residual 
part of the kaon polarization operator is extracted from the experimental data as well 
as from the current algebra relations. Such an approach to fix the polarization operator 
has been used in the case of pions in ref. [3]. 
The terms of the Lagrangian corresponding to the p-wave interaction 
.CKNh = f ~ ~ & " l " T ~  ( 8 p l i T ) ~  (l) 
LICNG = ~ K N C ~ " ~ ' ~  (8p1cT)~crN (2 )  
are quite similar to those of 71-NAT interaction, Here N, A, G are the bispinors of 
nucleons, and sigma particles, respectively. KT G (It'+,KO) is the isotopic 
spinor of kaons, y, denote the Dirac matrices and T" are the Pauli matrices. The 
valnes cif the coupling constants are determined in ref. [g] by the fitting of hyperon- 
nucleaa scattering within the Bonn boson exchange model performed by the Jiilich 
which are comparable to  those obtained in the framework of a SW(3) xSU(3) model 
I$~?~oTv far r7,pgIicatioms we use the values of conpBhg constants given by ey. (3). 
The: amp9iEude 01 the p-wave KN se;tttf:~'ing is determined by the following graphs 
which directly correspond to following terms of the K- polarization operator 
Here it is assumed that there are only Fermi seas of neutrons and protons and no Fermi 
seas of strange particles. The line " t-" corresponds to the nucleon quasi-hole (p or E )  
and the double line "=+" denotes the strange baryons. The hatched vertices should 
be calculated by taking into account the in-medium baryon-baryon correlations, In 
principle this can be done in analogous way as for pions 131. However because of the 
lack of the empirical data and without detailed analyses one can say very little not 
only about the numerical values of the correlation factors, but also even about their 
sign. Therefore we shall not consider this correlation factors in the present work and 
postpone their study, bearing in mind that they might have an influence on the final 
results as it is found for pions [l, 2, 31. 
An explicit form of the polarization operator (6) can be simply obtained in the 
non-relativistic limit of the expressions (1, 21, which is applicable for frequencies and 
momenta of interest \wp ;E < m N .  Then in the direct analogy to the n- meson case [3] 
we get 
- 
where s = ( P +  q)%nd p is the 4monsentm of nucleon and q = (W, k), mn, d e ~ ~ t f :  
the masses of the straase baryons and and 2 are the merne~ta of the: K- meson 
before m4 after scattering, respectively, 
Here and in the fo1PozvVing tve negbct the finite widths of hyperons, s.aggsting the 
validity of the qusi-pa~tic1e appraxixnatio~ The genera5zaiisna is sts;a,ightf~~t~a~d. 
The K- polarization operator is defined as fo l lo~s  
2 a 3 ~  n-rP A + n-*P X = 1 ( n p ( p ) A ; - ~  + n ~ ( p ) ~ & - ~  + n " ( p ) ~ ~ : ~ )  (8) 
where nP(p), n n ( p )  are the occupation numbers of protons and neutrons, respectively. 
By inserting the expression for the scattering amplitude (7) into eq. (8) and by 
4 
integrating over the phase space we obtain (Ikl = / B ' ] )  
where 
is the A particIeproton-hoIe Lindhard's function with 
(v:, = pF,,/mN is the Fermi velocity of protons, pp vp is the proton density). 
The expression for can be obtained from eq. (9) by the replacement 
A--+C,  p p @ ~ p - + p p @ ~ p + 2 p n @ ~ n ,  (11 )  
where p, r (1 - u ) p  is the neutron density. 
In orcler to derive a simple analytical representation of the polarization operator we 
use the expansion of the Lindhard functions at /a1 al k v ,  i.e., at k k <<W -w,qq 1 m ~ p f . ' .  
Then we can write 
Tfiereby tve have 
+ 
where tve have also used that t a L2 in the approximation k >> w. 
As we can see from eqs. (13, 14) the term [ I I G ~ ~ I  is, as a rule, much smaller than 
(a,'P\ and can be negleded, except in only some very specific case when lw - dc(t)] << 
m%. At v i 0, one has [IIzP~, however, remains much smaller than 
the S-wfstve pap& of the psliariaation operator. 
Above we use the non-relativistic limit for the vertices (1, 2). Going beyond this 
approximation and taking into account the minimal relativistic corrections with respect 
to the parameters w / m ~  (< 1, k / m ~  (< 1, which accounts for the nucleon recoil, 
instead of eqs. (13, 14) we now find 
where 
- { ~ ~ ( k f ' - ~ ~ ) + ~ , ~ & ~ ( t )  W - &X (t) + B ~ w }  (2 - v)-, 11-*p C P 
PO (16) 
B1 11 0.04m,, B2 2 0.03m,. 
The polarization operator of the I<+ meson can be found from the 
polarization operator of the K- meson by the replacements w --+ -W, k -+ - k; it 
corresponds to the consideration of the u-channel amplitude of the I<+R scattering 
instead of the s-channel amplitudes (5) -for the K-N scattering. Following the sug- 
gested approach we can also derive the polarization operator of I<' and ko mesons, h 
comparing the K-N scattering amplitude ( 5 )  with the a~nplitude of the P N  -4  pi^ 
process given by the graphs 
we conclude that the polarization operator for mesons e m  be obtarned from the 
Ii- polarization operator by the replacement v -+ 1 - P, In order b ot>t&iz% the 
I<'-polarization operator we have additionally to replace w -+ --W and k -+ --k. 
3 The regular part of the K- meson polarization 
operator 
3.1 Tree approximation 
In ref. [20] the S-wave part of the I<- meson polarization operator is extracted from 
the expansion of chiral Lagrangian. For this aim the Weinberg counting rule [26] has 
been used. According to the latter one an amplitude, involving the number -EN of 
external nucleon lines and Eh- external kaon lines, is characterized by the factor Q" 
in the amplitude, where Q is the characteristic small momentum scale involved in the 
process and 
where 1 is the number of the loops. Here the sum over i goes over all vertices, d; is 
the number of derivatives acting on the i-th vertex; and n; is the number of nucleon 
lines attached to the i-th vertex. In the absence of external fields, the chiral symmetry 
constrains 
In application to the I<N scattering one sees that the leading term in this counting is 
given by 1 = 0 and P; = 0. This is satisfied for a vertex with di = l and ni = 2 ancl the 
amplitude has the index fi = 1. In the next order, one has 1 = 0 and one P; = 1 vertex 
with index 2 = 2. In ref. [20] the chiral expansion was restricted by the contributions 
up to fi = 2, and hence no loops were considered. 
The tree terms of the Lagrangian corresponding to 6 = l and 6 = 2 are eclual to 
where 
'-+ ? i 
X N =b, n)7 Ra, I~=RapIc+RapI<7  
and f is assuxned to be equal ta the pion decay constant fz c 9.93 bkV. ? denotes 
Pmli's isospin matrix, CKN is the ~o-called sigma term, and C, 6, 5j' are some 
comtants cdeulated 'by taking into account experimental information. In the limit 
k -+ 0 eqs, (13, 26) recover %hose obtained in ref. [20]. For the regular part of the 
~olarization operator of I<- one finds from eqs. (19, 20) 
In the limit k -+ 0 eq. (21) approaches to the S-wave part of the polarization opera- 
tor a-.'. The numerical values of the quantities 5,3, CKN can vary in rather wide 
limits. The range of their variation has been evaluated in ref. [20] by some theoretical 
arguments and the experimental data on the K+N scattering length. Unfortunately, 
scarcity of experimental information does not allow to define I I - 7 '  completely and the 
probability of I< condensation depends sensitively on the numerical value of the sigma 
term. The latter one has to be determined by taking into account the modifications of 
kaonic excitations in nuclear matter [27]. In ref. [20] the following choice of parameters 
is proposed as the most probable one 
Inserting the numerical values of these parameters into eq. (21), we obtain 
2 P P II-"eg(no loops) E - 2.3mT- - 0.57m,(l + v)w- 
P0 P0 
In ref. [23] a somewhat different fit of the S-wave part to the K*N scattering data 
is performed with taking into account the A(1405) intermediate state and some loop 
corrections. 
Our main aim here is to demonstrate the new cluaZitative ~articularities, but not 
to fit precisely the experimental data. Therefore in the description of regular part of 
polarization operator we shall restrict ourselves to  the choice of the parameters (22). 
3-2 The contributions of (Alp-'), ( ~ ~ l ~ - l ) ,  (C- ln-l) loops 
The p-wave past of the K- polarization operator from eqs. (15, 16), calculated via 
relativistic vertices (l, 21, consists of a term which does not vanish in the limit k 4 
0, W -t mx. The absolute value of this on-shell term can be even larger ithim the 
contribution of the S-wave past given by eq. (211, and h e  former one has a 
diffesent off-shell frequency dependence. In accordance with *he parameter choice (221, 
fitted to the ICN scattering data at t ml<, k -+ 0, we have to perform subtraction 
of the on-shell p-wave part at k + O. It remits in an extra, contribnkio~ *~hicb. 
be xldech to the regular -p& of the K' polarization opera'tsr i.e., 
Therefore at w = mK, k = 0 we have in agreement with eqs. (21, 22) 11-y(mK, I; = 
0) + SII-~"(mK, X: = 0) = 0. 
3.3 The contribution of the pionic intermediate states 
The interaction is described by the Lagrangian 
L,,*, = grcK**I<*p? {lild,? - ?d,K) , (25) 
where the value of the coupling constant is [g] 
Taking into account the vertex (25) leads to the appearance of extra terms IIGK*, which 
are represented graphically 
in the polarization operator. Here the dashed line "I m " corresponds to heavy 
mesons (E*', K*-) in the intermediate states (mK* 21 6.4m,) and the solid saw-seeing 
linle "W is related to the exact Greens function V,(w, I;) of the pion in nuclear 
matter. They are in some analogy to the contribution of the pion fluctuations to the 
pionic polarization operator [28, 291. Such contributions become important at non- 
zero temperatures near the critical point of pion condensation. Their influence on the 
properties of p, m mesons in dense nuclear matter has been recently investigated in 
ref. [30]. 
The pionic degree of freedom softens at densities p > pCl c (0.5 - 0 . 7 ) ~ ~  according 
to  many tl~eoretical studies 13, 41. Indeed, the quantity -V;"w = 0, L), which 
plays the role of an effective pionic gap, gets a minimurn at momentum k = ko, f 0, 
p 2 &l. At the density p > p, (2 - 4)p, the value ~ z ( k ~ ~ ( p ) )  becomes so small (it 
would vanish avitholat taking i d o  account the pion fluctuations) that pi011 condensation 
can set in by a $ss%-order phase transition 1313, A typical density dependence of the 
egective pisnic gap 6z(koT(p) )  is sham in the fig. 33.1. in ref* [4f. 
The graphs displayed in (27) c m  be easily calculated in the limit of rather strong 
softeniag of the p$,lnore m d e ,  Bexe we should only include the contribution, which 
consists of the value c;l,(koT) characterizing the closeness to the critical point of the 
7i condensation. The regular part of the graphs is contained in the parameters of 11" 
fitted to the empirical data. 
Assuming p > pCl ,  I w I  << m,,, k << m ~ ,  k' = ko E pp ,  &'(k0) << m: we have 
where the quantities y,, -- 1, i ~ , ( k ' )  = -%l,=o are defined as in ref. [3, 281 and 
retarded Greens functions are used. 
At small frequencies w and momenta k the Greens function of K* mesons can be 
presented in the simple form 
GK* = 1 1 -- 
(W - wi)2 - m;* - ( S  - 2). m%* '
since the integration over intermediate states in ey. (27)  is characterized by w 
D,(ko,,) << m&, k -. /g - 2 / - ko, << m;. Taking this fact into account we 
can see that the expression for IT& differs from the fluctuation term of the pionic 
polarization operator [3, 281 only in the coefficients. Making use of the eys. (28, 29),  
from eqs. (25, 27) we obtain 
where 8 ( p  - pcl) = l at p > pcl and 0 at p < p , ~ ,  and 
Then, using the results of ref. p29], we have 
A,, = -C2(L - m,)B(p - pcl) l (3-1 
with C2 N-- O.lmz- Inserting eg. (31) into (30) and assuming that 23,~~ E 'D,- we 
the estimate 
+-+l 
. I i i K , { ~ , k )  = g(toZ- RX: - k2 83%1 3 (3%) 
Thus the contribution of the graphs (27) with pionic intermediate states corresponds 
effectively to some attraction at small frequencies. Quantitative estimates at k --+ 0 
w + 0 show that this contribution is rather small and can be neglected. This result 
is analogous to that for pion fluctuations at zero temperature [31]. Namely, quantum 
fluctuations are small, however, thermal fluctuations can be important at least near 
the critical point of the n-condensate phase transition [23, 291. We will return to this 
question in section 6. 
3.4 The proper kaonic fluctuations 
Kaon-kaon interaction is described by the follo\ving Lagrangian 
where A 3 is the vacuum coupling constant of KK interaction. This vertex pro- 
duces a fluctuation term in the polarization operator, which can be displayed as 
where the fat point is related to the kaon-kaon interaction corrected by the in-meclium 
effects. 
The contribution (34) can be calculated in the same way as it has been done for 
pions 128, 291. It is determined by eq. (31) with the only difference that at p > p , ~  the 
value should be replaced on the corresponding kaon value at the density when the 
minimum at k # 0 arises in the effective kaon gap. The main effect of the graph (34) 
is that the kaon condensation with k # 0 sets in as a first-order phase transition. At 
vanishing temperature the contribution of quantum fluctuations is rather small and can 
be neglected, whereas the thermal fluctuations are important at least near the critical 
point of the K condensation phase transition. 
3-5 The residual oE-shell interaction and the consistency 
condition of Adler 
It is easy to see from eqs. (13, 14, 21, 24, 32, 34), that the polarization operator of 
K- mesons at Lt 4 0 differs from that given by eq, (23) in ref. [20] due to the extra 
graphs taken into account, Only on-shell at X3 3 0 the expxession (23) is approximately 
vdid as before. At this, since the fit of coeEcients in eq. (23) to the ICN scattering 
data is  not, unique, a m m  detailed malysis i required, which can, in ~rinciple, change 
substantially the corresponding set of parameters. 08-shell (e.g. at cr; z EF << mK) 
the regular term of the polarization operator with an addi&ional oop contribution quite 
differs from that given by eq. (23). Combining the eqs. (13, 14, 21, 24, 32) at U ,  k  --+ 0,  
we find 
where for numerical evaluation we supposed GKIV M 2mT.  So we get an additional 
repulsion. Therefore, it is allowed to call into question the statements of refs. [16, 
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 221 about the appearance of the S-wave K- condensation (see also 
ref. [24]). 
One could ask, whether additional new graphs does not change our conclusions? 
With a lack of experimental data and in the absence of any small parameters in the 
theoretical analysis such a doubt would be meaningful. Howe~er even without an ad- 
ditional experimental information we can get rather important conclusion concerning 
the off-shell behavior of the kaon polarization operator. For this goal we employ the 
consistency condition of Adler derived for the 7;N scattering amplitude in the frame- 
work of the ST4(2)xSU(2) model [32]. In refs. [4, 331 this condition has been used to 
fix the off-shell pion propagator. An analogous consistency condition exists for the K421 
scattering in the framework of the SU(3) X SU(3) symmetry. For the regular .part of the 
KN scattering amplitudes we can write 
AT.,(w=wl = 0 , k  = 0 ,kJ2  =-m&) = 0. (36) 
Applying eq. (36),  one can see that the polarization operator used in the previous 
paper [20] (e.g., see eq. (23)) does not wittingly satisfy Adler's condition. The 
polarization operator obtained in our analysis is also still incompatible with the 
* 
condition (36). This means that we must add some residual term to the kaon 
polarization operator in order to satisfy the relation (36). Unfortunafiely, it cannot 
be done uniquely. One of possible ways to satisfy AdlerJs relation is to add to the 
amplitude 
* -+# 
= u2 - k2> q"2 = CJ" - kt2,  = w2 - kk  ) 
the vanishing on-shell term X(w2 - m& - T f  k2+k12 and t o  demand the ful8ihhen-t of 
the condition (36). Such a procedure has been applied to  the TN scattering @, 333 
2, where the authors use the expansion of the regular amplit-tude nearby nnws ~kpdl 
(w2 N m% 3 k2)- AS result we obtain the following regular p& of' the I<i\l scat%eril?y_~ 
amplitude 
'A somewhat other variant of going off-shd1 t recently suggmtad $31 re%%, f24, 543- 1% lvads to L k  
sa111c general concfasion that the s-wave amplitutte of the 3;ifE scatbring changm significaaht%y rbfi-s81dl- 
The parameters b,bl, cTeg have to be extracted from the experiments on K'N and 
K* nucleus scattering and on K--atom data. Wnfortunately, as mentioned above, the 
experimental data are still incomplete, so they do not allow us even to constrain the 
constant b uniquely and provide no information on the values b' and cT"g. That is 
why the forthcoming experiments, which make accessible the precise values of b', cTeg, 
would be of paramount importance. In the subsequent theoretical analysis, it wsuld.be 
also plausible to use somewhat more complete information on .ir mesons and consider 
the x and IC mesons together in the framework of the SU(3) xSU(3) symmetry. In the 
absence of detailed investigation of this problem at present we use the simplest choice of 
interactions (15, 16, 21, 24, 32) which are compatible with the KN scattering data. In 
our analysis we obtain the explicit frequency dependence of the regular part of the KK 
scattering amplitude on the neutron and proton, see eqs. (15, 16, 21). Accordingly to  
this the coefficients b, b1 and cTeg in eq. (37) can be considered as functions of frequency 
and isotopic composition. Thus to take into account the Acller consistency condition 
we have to add to the resulting polarization operator the extra term 
where 
In our notation we have b e -6-(U = 0, k = 0, p ) / p  and the parameter b1 remains 
undefined. Below we assume that the main contribution to the p-wax7e part of the 
polarization operator is given by the loops (6), i.e., we put b1 = 0. One should note 
]here that even without extra graphs (G), which we have derived in the above analysis, 
Ithe expression (21) together with the conditiop (36) leacl to a substantial change of 
the polarization operator at w mE;, k -t 0. As result (see below) a S-wave K- 
condensation seems not to appeaz, at least up to rather high nuclear densities p - lop,. 
Finally we note that (i) the expression for the S-wave term of the 
pol&zationz aperator of Ii- meson is model dependent, and (ii) with the extra 
graph considered above and by taking into account Adler's condition (36) the 
gdasization operator of K-  mesons at = F; = 0 changes substantially in such a 
way that csrrcPusions about the K- condensation with k = 0 remain unsettled- 
4 Spectrum of kaons in nuclear matter 
The spedn- 0-f K- 4~asi-ftaticfes i de6md by the dispersion equation 
m2 -m$f- k 2 - a - ( w t k > ~  = 0, (39) 
where we have finally 
II-(U, k, p )  = - dp- a ( l +  v)pw - (P+/? '  v)p(w2 - k2) 3 6 ITS (p ,  v )  (40) 
+ { P &(k2 - U 2 )  + BlUGdt )  + B2u} (2 - v)- &J - WE ( t )  PO 
with 
as the total polarization operator of the K- meson obtained by combining the expres- 
sions (15, 16, 21, 24, 32, 38). 
First of all let us analyze a part of the p-wave contribution. Therefore, just for 
illustration, we consider the simplest form of the s-wave term and also use the simple 
form of the p-wave part given by the expression (13) (by neglecting the small 1-C and 
KT interaction). Thus equation (39) obtains the form 
where 
The value TTZK is determined as follows. Without taking the S-wave terms of the? po- 
larization operator into account we have a = 1 and in& = m&. The contribution of 
the s-wave interaction to the polarization operator cm be simply involved by adding 
to m& an extra term a-(W = 0, k = 0, P)  given by eq. (35). However, as discussed 
above, it seems to be natural to take ilnto accs~m% Adler's condition- Then tve ~)Bt&n 
the dispersion equation (41) with the values 
a = 1 - Xp, (42) 
-4s can be seen from (41), the spectrum of the charged kaons has three branches of 
escitations, namely 
where 
The selection of the branches is prformed in accordance with the sign of the factor 
"- on the branch ref. [l]. When the sign of f is positive, we deal with F=2w-- dw 
branch of I<-, whereas it is negative, we get the branch of I<+ after the replacement 
W + -W, k 4 -k. AS result, branches 1 and 2 correspond to the I<- meson quasi- 
particles. The upper branch wl(k) transforms into the vacuum one at p + 0. The 
second branch w2(k) consists mainly of the mixed states of A particles and p-holes 
having the quantum numbers of the Ii- meson. It is analogous to the A isobar branch 
of excitations in the spectrum of T- mesons [3]. The main difference is that in our 
case branch 2 lies below branch 1. Branch 3 becomes the branch of I<+ mesons after 
changing W -+ --U, k -+ -k. 
The existence of the extra low-lying branch of the excitations is important for the 
description of (i) the I<- nucleus scattering, (ii) the kaon yields in the heavy ion colli- 
siorrs, since this branch is occupied with the maximal probability (cc exp(-wz(k)/T)), 
and (iii) the possibility of the lcasn condensation in dense nuclear matter. 
The value is an effective kaon mass in medium. At low densities we get the 
density dependence similar to that in refs. 116, 21, 221, i.e., 
On the other hmd %he eEec&ive mass tends to the constant value at high densities 
m;;(p >> p,) " mK/&' 
P X Q ~  %be:estinna$e (351 for pxoton matter (V = 1) we have X W -0.11/p0 (for G ~ f i  =
2n%$). POT the sonne'm~hat cfiffere~t parameter choice used also in [2O] (GKN = 1.4m,) 
We Bwe A ;;Y 0, Hotice that for this particular choice the result becomes independent 
0x1 the pxacadare of going; aR-sfht;ll, because Ad2er" cmdition (36) is fulfilled identically 
It B 
In fig. 1 we present the exact solution of eq. (41) for two nuclear matter densities. 
As it is seen from eq. (43) at the condition 
a minimum with k = k, # 0 appears in the low-lying branch of K- mesons (see fig. la). 
The minimumvalue w2(kO) decreases with the growth of the proton density and equals 
zero (see fig. lb) at some value vp = p; (p; 5 . 8 ~ ~  for C K ~  = 2m, and p; rr 4p, for 
C K N  = 1.4m,). The dependence w2 (k) in the vicinity of the minimum and at p nearby 
p; can be obtained from eq. (41) as 
At k ko this expression can be rewritten as 
where 
(461 
Y = (45) 
From eq. (46) we obtain that w, 5 0, if the condition 
is fulfilled. 
5 Nuclear matter with kaons at high density 
km let W turn to the qanesiionn of the posli;ibility of a conde:slsation in dense n ~ ~ l e -  
matter- We write the total energy density of nuclear mattex with IfC ~ ~ f i d ~ ~ ~ a t r :  
in the form 
where is the energy density of the nucleon subsystem, 
is the energy density of the I<- condensate, and 
is the Lagrangian density of the classical K- field. In order to take into account the 
electromagnetic interaction we make the replacement w -+ W - V in the Lagrangian of 
the K- mesons, where V is electric potential. The constant A describes the kaon self- 
interaction (see eq. (33)). Further we will consider rather extended systems in which 
the electric neutrality condition 
is supposed to be satisfied. Therefore the last term in eq. (50) gives a negligible 
contribution. Besides the charge neutrality condition the expressions (50-52) have to 
be completed by the equation for the kaon field 
{(W - - k2 - m:,- - II-(W - V, k)} 9 - A  l P l 2  y = 0. (54) 
For the sake of simplicity let us assume that A is equal to zero. (Finite value of A will 
slightly shift the critical density.) Then from eqs. (50-54) we obtain 
Finally, we must minimize the value E as function of the kaon momentum k. Noticing 
that the value (U - V) as a function of k is determined by eq. (54) with A = 0 and 
therefore its minimum with respect to k equals the value W,, given by eq. (46), we 
obtain 
The energy density of the baryon subsystem &B can be calculated via one of the nuclear 
matter models. 
In. order to verify an opportunity of a phase transition with the change of the iso- 
topic composition, caused by the appearance of the I<- condensate, we should extract 
the isotapicany dependeni part of the value. Thereby we have 
where &(p)  is isotopically independent part of the baryon energy density, while the 
value of ek (p ,  v), in the simplest parametrization, is given by 
The value esym W 40 MeV can be taken, e.g., from the nuclear matter calculation by 
Fridman and Pandharipande E3.51. 
In fig. 2 we show the values of the isotopic part of the total energy density in the 
presence of the K- condensate 
as function of the density p for pure neutron matter (v = 0) ,  isospin symmetric nuclear 
matter (U = $) and proton matter ( v  = 1). As seen from fig. 2 at p 2 p; (w,(p;, v = 
1 )  = 0 )  the isotopic phase transition 
becomes energetically favorable (i.e., the curve with v = 1 is below the curve with 
v = 0). This result is the direct consequence of the v-proportionality of the p-wave 
part of the polarization operator. 
Thus neutron star matter may undergo a first-order phase transition at p > p,' 
into proton matter with the charge compensated by the negative inhomogeneous (L ==: 
ko # 0 )  kaon condensate. 
6 Polarization operator of kaons at finite temper- 
ature 
Having in mind the application of our results to  neutron star mattex ancl to ~ ~ X V Y -  
ion collisions we will consider only the temperatues T 5 m,. Then we can suppose 
that the S-wave part of the polarization operator does not depend S ~ X O D ~ ~ Y  on 
the temperature, because the cosrespon&ng diagrams consist of heavy partides in 
the intermediate states. The temperature depencle~e of the Linaard  furnck5on is 
connected only with recoil effects (i.e. ;$/mN f 0 in the nucleon Greens funcgion, cf. 
ref. [B]). With the simplified represenkation of the! Lindhard function we have 
The contribution of the term @c A2 in eqs. (15,16) is proportional to the density, i.e. it 
is independent of the temperature. As it is seen from eq. (61) the growing temperature 
amplifies the p-wave attraction in a wide region of frequencies and momenta for W < 
&A(C) and enlarges the repulsion at W > &ll(c). Since the K- condensate arises at W, = 
0 &A(G), the value of the critical density p; (T) decreases with growing temperature. 
To avoid possible misunderstanding we have to note that eq. (61) obtained in the 
framework of the perturbation theory is applicable only if the temperature dependent 
term in the brackets of eq. (61) is smaller than unity. In assuming W z O k FZ p~ one 
can see that the parameter of the expansion is indeed 4T2/mz << 1. Of course, in the 
opposite limit 4T2/m: 1 one has mt,) -+ 0. 
The graphs, which are related to the pion fluctuations, display the most sensitive 
dependence on temperature (see eq. (27)). Eq. (31) at T f O becomes (see ref. [2S]) 
-D~(P,,W, = 2rinT, k ) ] 6 ( p  - p,,). 
It is simply calculated in the limiting case T >> GT(koT), when only one term n = 0 
remains in the sum in eq. (62). As result we get 
Bearing this in mind from eqs. (40, 63) we can conclude that a growing temperature 
. promotes the attraction in the polarization operator. Near the critical point of the rr 
condensation, when becomes rather small, the contribution of IPI&,I to the l<- 
polarization operator increases sharply. Thus when T # 0, the pion softening may 
promote the kaon condensation. If one supposes a second-order phase transition into 
a .ir condeasate state, then -+ P,) 4 0 and hence II&,(w = 0, k) t --m, that 
means the possibility of the growth of the classical kaon field. Therefore the IC- and 
pion condensation can arise at the more or less same critical density. What kind of 
condensate arises in reality at p > p,(T), p > p;(T) depends on the values of the I ! -  
ancl TT condensate energies and on the interaction between the condensate fields. 
As we have mentioned, another temperature dependent term is connected with the 
kaon fluctrrations. Iks contribution is determined by the closeness of the effective kaon 
gap of the kaon propagator at W FZ o k k~ f O to zero. 
7 The Ro meson condensation 
As mentioned in sect;, 2, the pahiartt;ion operator of c" lnesons can be easily obtained 
from ithe ps~a~lnzaiism ~peratsr of If- mesons by performing the replacement v 4 1 - v. 
This means that the spectrums of K- mesons presented in fig. 1 for the case of proton 
matter (v = 1) can also be interpreted as the spectrum of E0 for neutron matter 
(v = 0) at the same baryon density. The vanishing of w2(k0, p)  at the density p = p; 
is now the reason for the instability of the R0 field with respect to the reaction 
n + n+R". (64) 
In the mean field approximation the phase transition to the zO-condensed state is 
expected to be of a second-order. With taking into account the kaon fluctuations it 
becomes a first-order, but at T = 0 the fluctuation contribution is rather small and 
can be neglected. 
The value of the condensate field can be found from eq. (54) at w - V t w = Q, 
k = ko, II-(W - V, k) -i TIO(O, ko). Making use of the expansion of the i?' condensate 
field in the vicinity of the critical point in analogy to x0 case ref. [l] we have 
The energy density gain is given by 
As for the case of T O  condensation [l], the system with .l??' condensate becomes stabb 
only due to the repulsion A # 0, whereas in the case of I{- mesons the: system is 
stable even at A = 0 because of the electromagnetic coupling. Therefore if the vdut?~ 
.Ali-, and Arc- are essentially the same, then the @' condensate would he energetically 
favorable. Besides, the transition to ko state takes probably the shorter time, since in 
the mean field approximation it arises by a second-ox& %rangition, wheseas tf-ne K- 
transition is of a first-order. Nevertheless in order do draw more definite connclassirsn 
one has to  calculate carefully the values AIp and AI;- and to invetigate t h ~ r ~ ~ g b l ~  
the dynamics of both phase transitions. This is, however, rather cornp&ca%ed prob1em. 
Thus, despite that the energy of a &O neutron core :emay be incleed a bit sma11ttr than 
the one of the K- proton core, both phase tra;asitioas may smnan$f%st %hemseBves in the 
neutron star dynamics 1361 in dependence on the initial con6guration and Pbn thf: 
evolution scenario. 
8 Concluding remarks 
In summary, t~p, cdcu1a;te the IS:*, K', $? pola~i~ation oper8Eors in a ~ U - G ~ = T  
matter medium of va~ious isotopic compositioras by $&king izx$o B C G Q U ~ ~  the s-and P- 
wave interactions am3 also the .sesiduebl I<% intey;;tct.io~ 6bk;dined by some P P O C ~ ~ ~ . , Z ~  
of going off-shell. The low-energy theorem for the meson-nucleon scattering has been 
applied in the framework of a chiral Lagrangian. Some new extra graphs are explicitly 
calculated such as hyperon - particle-hole - loops and graphs with pionic intermediate 
states. Thereby an extra s-wave repulsion and p-wave attraction are obtained. We 
argue that a temperature increase enforces the KN attraction in a rather wide range 
of temperatures. Although, because of a lack of more detailed experimental data, 
the polarization operator which we obtain remains model dependent, some essential 
conclusions can nevertheless be drawn, 
A new low-lying branch of excitations is found in the spectrum of K- and ko 
mesons. We have reconsidered the possibility of the kaon condensation with respect 
to the new particularities mentioned above. We show that kaon condensation is likely 
to arise not due to the s-wave interaction but mainly due to the p-wave interaction. 
TVe show that at p > p; N (4 - 6)p0 (at T = 0) neutron matter may undergo a first- 
order phase transition to proton matter with electric charge compensated by the K- 
field. At nearby the same density p; the neutron matter may also undergo a phase 
transition into a condensate state. This transition is of first-order at 2' T 0 and can 
be considered approximately as a second-order transition at vanishing temperature. 
Some arguments are given that the K0 condensate is energetically more favsrable than 
the K- condensation. At T # 0 a pion softening may promote the kaon conclensation. 
The particularities of the I<N interaction that we find can manifest themselves in 
(i) experiments on kaon-nucleus scattering, (ii) kaonic atoms, (iii) heavy-ion collisions, 
and (iv) in different neutron star phenomena. 
Indeed the strong p-wave attraction obtained in the above analysis as well as the 
presence of the extra low-lying branch in the It'- spectrum can result in an enhancement 
of the K- nucleus cross-section at the corresponding frequencies ancl momenta. It also 
modifies the description of the I<- atoms. In forthcoming investigations one should 
focus on the possibility to extract from experiments the coefficient c- proportional to  
k2 for tkte upper branch of the I<- spectrum, i.e., i ~ . , ( k )  N rnk + C_& (see eq. (43) 
2m1< 
as well as sm manifestations of the low-lying I<- branch wz(k). 
Also from our p-wave propagator one can extract the imaginary part of the kaon 
frequency and compare it with that given by experiments on the Kf -nucleus scattering. 
h heav-$on collisions the presence of the low-lying branch as well as the in-medium 
modiGcation of the upper branch cm manifest themselves in an enhancement of the 
If-, R" yields. 
New 1possiWities of %he kaon conde~isate formation may affect the neutron star dy- 
namics so ghat a newly born neutron star undergoes either a first-order phase transition 
into the ZC- conde~a te  stak wiih a protm-dominated core or a first-order IT # 0) 
phae &ransition into a B" candensate state with a neutron-enriched core. The final 
state depends 0x1 the dynamica1 features of the corresponding phase transitions and on 
the time evolution scenario. Such transitions may result in an extra heating-up of the 
star core and in a neutrino burst. In addition, rather old neutron stars might undergo 
a K condensation phase transition, when its interior density would be enlarged up to 
p: given by the corresponding Maswell construction for the phase equilibrium curve. 
This value p: is somewhat smaller then p;. The interior density may increase because 
of the accretion of the matter in binary systems or by some other processes. 
A more detailed theory of kaon-nucleon interaction as well as its manifestations in 
different physical phenomena are planned to be considered in subsequent work- 
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Figure captions 
Fig. 1: The spectrum of branches of K- excitations ui(k), i = 1,2 ,3  (a: U P  = 3pes 
b: up = 5 . 8 ~ ~ )  for X K N  = 2m,. 
Fig. 2: Isotopic part of the energy density per nucleon with K- condensate plrat-t;ed 
as function of nucleon density for different isotopic compositions of the nuclear makter 
( C K N  = 2m,). 
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